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ABSTRACT

This study analyzed types, layout, and space relationships of landscape
environments and commercial areas in urban resort casino hotels, and
investigated three resort casino hotels in Las Vegas as case studies to examine
how developed landscaped environments function and provide an amenity which
can enhance commercial activity. A systematic analysis of this symbiotic
relationship between landscape environments and commercial space has
demonstrated the relative effectiveness of combining these elements as an
interactive design concept when compared with treating gardens as a feature
separate from commercial space.
The analysis process was conducted by site visitations to analyze the
space relationship between designed landscaped environments and their
surrounding commercial areas, and by participant observation of the
environmental behavior of customers as affected by selected landscaped
features located adjacent to a commercial space during different time periods.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Various factors that have been attributed to the success of a major hotel
are complex, particularly in the case of large urban resort hotels where the
primary activities were centered on tourism and recreation. One factor that
initially motivated guests to select a hotel has been the image presented by the
locality and its attractions including: scenic, cultural, historic, economic, and
recreational factors. Other considerations have been the impact of mass travel in
search of variety, relaxation, and recreation or a nostalgic quest for family, ethnic,
or cultural roots (Eckbo 1969,29). In relation to hotel facilities, attractions have
been created by association with landscaped environments such as waterparks,
swimming pools, golf courses and other outdoor or indoor recreational facilities.
These facilities have done much to compensate for an otherwise uninteresting
hotel. As C. DeWitt Coffman, president of the Coffman Corporation in Miami,
once pointed out,
if a hotel is to be successful today, it must be distinctive in some particular
way. It must have a unique personality, special features, or something
that sets apart from other hotels and will not only bring guests back, but
prompt them to recommend it to their friends (End 1978,15).
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Therefore a hotel with unique, attractive facilities would have distinct
advantages over its competitors. Generally speaking, the landscaped
environment was the most common design approach in urban resort hotels to
accomplish this kind of distinction. When utilized, it was incorporated with the
commercial areas of hotels and served to vitalize a hotel's secondary commercial
activities by creating both a distinctive image and attractive atmosphere.
Since the 1970's, hotel design has changed rapidly in Las Vegas. Various
resort elements and forms have been proposed for designing and remodeling Las
Vegas resort hotels. These changes have converted Las Vegas from a
destination city with a singular focus on gaming as a primary attraction to a resort
city offering a full range family-oriented attractions. This study has examined
landscape/commercial areas of three urban resort casino hotels. These were:
Caesar's Palace, The Mirage, and The Tropicana Hotel and Casino. The
reasons for selecting them as case studies were:
(1 ) Location: each was located on "the Strip” -th e avenue where many resort
hotels were located in Las Vegas;
(2) Age: the three properties were built in different years, which allowed some
analysis of design trends;
(3) Style: The Caesar Forum Shops were themed as an interior arcade and plaza
in an ancient Roman architectural style; the Mirage atrium consisted of an interior
garden with a tropical mood; and the tropical island of the Tropicana Hotel
consisted of an internal waterpark type environment.
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These three landscaped environment types utilized a dominant design
theme to market the image of their individual properties.

Statement of the Problems and Research Purpose
Problem:
To ascertain what space patterns of landscaped commercial environments
emerged from an analysis of the three selected urban casino hotels as effective
inducement factors to increase the visitor length of stay in the secondary
commercial activity areas of the hotels.
Other Secondarv Problems:
(1) To analyze characteristics of the selected landscaped environments in
three case-study urban casino hotels together with their particular types, basic
layouts and space relationships to service and commercial areas.
(2) To observe how the designed environments prompted guests to remain
in commercial areas and contribute to the hotel's commercial activities as well as
identify effective designs.
(3) To suggest how the findings contained in this thesis might provide a
foundation for programming the landscaped recreational-commercial
environments of future urban resort casino hotels.
Purpose:
To supply a theoretical basis for more effective use of landscaped
commercial environments contained in urban casino hotels and provide a guide
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for the incorporation of landscaped commercial environments in an urban casino
hotel.

Definition of Terms
The term landscape contains several meanings. For this investigation, a
landscaped environment in urban resort hotel referred to a piece of ground, or a
space (outdoor or indoor) which was commonly surrounded by lush foliage, or
represented by water features and other settings for the purpose of both mental
and physical relaxation of hotel guests. In an urban resort hotel, it typically found
expression in a variety of forms such as: a hotel courtyard, an exterior or interior
garden, an atrium, a recreational swimming pool area, a covered or uncovered
arcade, or a plaza. As hotel design has become more sophisticated and
diversified, it has been increasingly difficult to provide an exhaustive list of all of
the possibilities that comprised a landscaped environment. Regardless of the
form and features included in this kind of environment, it did provide a
landscaped setting within which the service-commercial areas attracted guests or
visitors to utilize the hotel's commercial offerings.
Based on Fred Lawson's book. Hotel. Motel and Conctominiums: Design.
Planning and Maintenance, the range of business activities in a hotel generally
included:
•

Letting guestrooms,

•

Selling meals,

•

Selling alcoholic and other beverages.
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•

Letting rooms for conventions, dining, exhibitions, and concessional
space from shops, stores, and kiosks,

•

Other sales from the use of recreational facilities.
The revenue from guestroom sales usually was more than 50% of a hotel's

total revenue. However, a casino hotel operated a casino as its primary means
of profit. For example. Las Vegas, a tourist destination city, casino hotels
generally offered deluxe accommodations, a wide range and variety of
restaurants and cocktail lounges; dinner showrooms; convention facilities;
meeting spaces; entertainment; health and recreational facilities to attract visitors
and complement a range of gaming activities. This resulted in more space
allocated to public functions for dining, drinking, entertainment, and shopping
than would have been found in a conventional type of hotel. In this study,
secondary commeraal activity referred to all business activities except room
sales. Some definitions follow: Hotel secondary commeraal areas referred to the
hotel areas or spaces wherein the secondary commercial activities were
contained. Seffings referred to physical entities or particular locations, designed
or natural, with encoded meaning. They were component elements of the
landscaped environment. W ater features referred to the water used as a
component of the landscape. It commonly includes swimming pools, waterfalls,
spas, lagoons, springs, fountains, ponds, waterways. Characteristic was any
descriptive variable such as size, boundary, use and function, circulation,
topography, space relationships, and architectural style which qualitatively and
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quantitatively conveyed information about the appearance of a selected
landscaped environment.

Delimitation of the Study
This study was delimited to: (1 ) analyze the space relationships between
designed landscaped environments and adjacent commercial areas, (2) examine
the consumer behavior of guests as affected by selected landscaped
environmental settings and hotel commercial activities by means of observation.
It was not within the scope of this research to have extensively studied the
economic benefits of commercial operations in these landscaped settings.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review has consisted of three parts. The first contained a
brief review of selected historic resort hotels to analyze the sequential
development of commercial activities and related landscaped environments.
Secondly, an illustrative analysis of basic space configurations and types of
landscaped settings with secondary commercial activities was conducted from
various literary sources. This analysis included case studies of urban resort
hotels in Las Vegas The third section has reviewed observational
methodologies related to environmental behavior.

Brief Review of Selected Historic Resort
Hotels with Both Commercial and
Landscaped Recreation Areas
Since the early nineteenth century, the evolution of American travel
industry and its hotel design has resulted, in part, from urbanization to the rapidly
changing American attitude toward leisure, pleasure and recreation. The
reasons for travel have broadened to such an extent that business trips
frequently overlap with travel for pleasure (Gee 1981, 3). Other changes related
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to hotel design included a number of notable resort hotels with landscaped
environments combined with secondary commercial activities.
Earlv America's Contribution to Resort Development
The earliest resort hotel developed in the east, based, as in Europe,
around spas was at Saratoga Spring, New York. Many other resort hotels were
also built in that area. Most of them were developed around a garden using a Ushaped plan. This was a common plan for hotels built throughout the nineteenth
century. There were extensive piazzas or porches, facing both the street in front
and a landscaped area in the rear, where different kinds of amusement activities
were held, and included exhibitions, performances and dancing. The manager of
one of these resort hotels. Covent Garden House (1835), described the
attractions of this establishment as:
a fine garden laid out with great taste, and filled with a variety of trees and
shrubbery, in which can be had at all times ice cream, confectionery, fruits,
wines and other refreshments of the choicest kinds. Also a great variety of
amusement, such as cosmorama, solar telescope, carousel, swing boat,
billiards and bowling alleys. The garden will be illuminated every evening,
and concerts of music very frequently, in which boarders will have free
access (Limerick, Ferguson, and Oliver 1979,23).
In addition, the guests themselves were the source of a good deal
of entertainment and spectacle. The wives of Southern planters were
constantly showing off their latest Paris fashions and costly jewels. Not to
be outdone, the wives of wealthy New England traders and businessmen
responded in kind. It was becoming increasingly clear that people were
coming to Saratoga for reasons other than health (Limerck, Ferguson, and
Oliver 1979, 25).
Many hotels also featured landscaped grounds and gardens with open-air
pavilions and walkways. The exterior space contained both architectural and
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entertainment functions. But the real development of the American resort hotel
came with the expansion of the railroads (Gee 1981.20). With the development
of western railroad systems, the success of Eastem-style resort hotels also
attracted investors in the western region of America. For example, one such
hotel of the 1880’s called the Del Monte Hotel in Monterey, California consisted
of a long dining room and kitchen which were placed at the center of a U-shaped
garden (Figure 1). This not only served to isolate the kitchen from the main hotel
structure because of fire safety concerns, but also allowed a pleasant view from
the dining room with adequate ventilation. Resort hotels of this period usually
had a manicured park or garden adjacent to the structure, and courtyards, where

! %n .1%
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Figure 1 Ground floor plan, Del Monte Hotel. Monterey, Califomia. 1880. Source:
America's Grand Resort Hotels, p.106
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they existed, opened to the sea or some other natural feature (Limerick,
Ferguson, and Oliver 1979,113). These landscaped areas or gardens were
usually developed from traditional European precedents.
Contemoorarv Urban Resort Developments
The early resort hotels in America were traditionally a summer operation
which offered comfortable rooms and good food in seaside or mountain locations
with scenic, historical, recreational, or therapeutic advantages (Gee 1981, 22).
However, in the early twentieth century, several new trends in resort
development emerged. From 1920 to the present, the States of California and
Florida emerged as the two leading vacation destinations. The American
Southwest and the Hawaiian islands also became prominent resort areas during
this period, appealing to both winter and summer vacationers (Gee 1981,23).
Resort hotels were for the most part, located in areas, with plentiful natural
resources, sunny climates and the buildings were designed to reflect these
natural environmental conditions. During the early fifties, the development of the
interstate highway system created the potential for a vast new family market
which prompted the development of themed amusement parks like Disneyland.
Although Disneyland was not located in an established resort area, it created a
unique concept which later become part of American resort development (Gee
1981, 24). This concept, the family oriented theme park, influenced hotel design
in general and resort hotels in particular by adding recreational amusements and
richly landscaped areas.
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The 1953 Statier Center in Los Angeles. Califomia, was one of the early
urban hotels with an internal garden as a feature. The hotel was composed of 3
parts: a 13-story office building with 150,000 square feet of rentable space; a
hotel portion with 1275 guest rooms; and a public zone which contained 70,000
square footage of shops. The design combined all of these components into a
single hotel facility was based primarily on economic determinants. The basic
concept was that the income from secondary commercial activities would help
defray the increased costs of operating the hotel and the public areas. Figure 2
shows the one of the three levels, which was organized around the garden and a
large portion of the 70,000 square foot shopping area. The Statier Center set the
precedent for urban hotels that utilized a landscaped setting associated with their
commercial zone.

Figure 2 Hotel secondary commercial activities were arranged around the hotel
landscaped garden. Statier Center, Los Angeles, Califomia, 1953. Source;
Motels Hotels Restaurants and Bars, p.164
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By contrast, resorts had been seasonal operations. The present day fourseason resort was developed from several conditions, there were: (1) inflationary
pressures, (2) unreliable seasonal markets, (3) shifting classes of clientele, and
(4) improved transportation (Gee 1981,26). A unique architectural response to
the demand for a more comprehensive four-season resort was realized by the
development of a roofed atrium to enclose landscape features, commercial and
public spaces. The use of the atrium in urban hotels in the 1960's by architectdeveloper, John Portman, was a significant design feature within which an
interior landscaped environment was combined to create a dramatic use of the
atrium in contemporary architecture. At the same time, this development also
presented a new concept of integrating commercial service areas into central
space. To his credit, John Portman essentially reinvented the concept of the
grand public lobby space with his design for the Hyatt Regency Atlanta, Georgia
in 1967 (Hammer 1992, 34). This feature become a standard element of the
Hyatt Hotel chain. A later example in 1974, the San Francisco Hyatt Regency
aggrandized this basic concept with a spectacular large-scale atrium containing
extensive interior landscaping features. Its 17-story sky-lit atrium lobby is filled
with trees, water, natural light and sculptures as well as cafes and shops (Figure
3).
Throughout the 1980's, the increasing use of landscaped environments in
urban hotels, still influenced by Portman's modem atrium concept, presented an
enormous variety of major, central spaces completely different from the public
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a

Figure 3 Hotel shops and cafe lounge were layout on atrium ground level. Hyatt Regency San
Frencisco, 1974. Source: John Portman p.92

spaces of earlier resort hotels. Although the goals of recreation and relaxation
were the same, this new resort concept introduced a number of novel ideas and
innovations that set it apart from more traditional predecessors (Hiro 1990, 4).
Thus, recent urban hotel spatial innovation has placed more emphasis on
incorporating previous exterior features into air conditioned interior spaces, and
the introduction of ancillary facilities such as large swimming pools, monorail
service, marinas and artificial lagoons (Figure 4). Compared with earlier hotels,
contemporary urban hotel designs have continued to incorporate more resort
recreational features into both commercial services and tourist attractions in
enclosed spaces.
Another example, the Marriott Corporation, one of America's leading hotel
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a

Figure 4 The atrium contains restaurants, shops, indoor monorail station and a 9-story high
ceramic tile mural. Disney World Resort Hotel. Orlando. Florida. 1974. Source:
Interiors 2nd Book of Hotels, p57

builders, demonstrated the feasibility of building hotels with resort features.
Although some of them are located in resort areas, it was valuable to analyze
their dynamic urt>an hotel design approaches. One of these, the 1987 Marriott’s
Desert Springs in Palm Desert, California was a typical resort hotel which was
tightly integrated with a landscaped environment. The design concept consisted
of a pleasing and harmonious relationship between the natural site and the
contemporary hotel building. The central feature of this resort hotel was a 23,000
square foot pool in the center of an artificial lake and sunbathing beach. The
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unique atrium contained a boat dock atrium in the main hotel building. The
lounges, restaurants and shops surrounded the lake and provided an attractive
landscaped environment (Figure 5).

miDfcn
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Figure 5 Restaurants, lounges and twat-dock atrium surround ttie lake. Marriott's Desert
Springs. Palm Desert, California. 1987. Source: American Hotels & Their
Restaurants, p.235

From this sampling of selected resort and urban resort hotel
developments, one has realized the effectiveness of secondary commercial
activities merged with hotel landscape features. The development of these
landscaped environments with commercial activities in hotels possessed these
basic characteristics:
1. Landscaped environments have developed from simple to more complex
patterns.
In the 19th century, the garden in resort hotels was the most popular type
of landscaped environment used to integrate recreational, social and commercial
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activities. In the late 19th century, landscaped gardens with open-air pavilions
were introduced. These provided the space where different activities could be
conducted in all kinds of weather conditions. This type of design prevailed until
contemporary hotel garden design was introduced. In the 20th century, most
landscaped environments of hotels were incorporated with hotel commercial
spaces such as: lobby, atrium, restaurants, bars, and hotel shops. Landscaped
environments also expanded vertically from ground level to upper levels. The
trend today has been for landscaped environments to be included in urban resort
hotels as themed resort features. One author observed, "Considering the
growing ambition of international resort hotels to lure the traveler with a unique
foreign destination, the hotel landscape can become the hottest-selling item in
the industry's fierce competition” (Ayala 1991, 584).
2. The function and form o f a landscaped environment increasingly developed
from monotonous to more diverse.
Early hotel gardens were initially used as a social place and later as an
entertainment space. Today, various landscaped design in hotels tended to have
multiple functions consisting of relaxation, recreation and business activities.
Because of rapid changes in American life styles, landscaped environments have
developed into varied forms such as water parks, atriums, courtyards and interior
themed plazas.
3. New technology has beer? integrated with the hotel landscaped environment.
Computerized misting systems, computerized music fountains, laser
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shows are current applications of scientific technology that have been applied to
the landscaped environments of modem uitan hotels. Other technical
innovations included monorails and other transportation services for creating
both amusement and ease of movement.
4. Landscaped environments have been f^aced to enhance the experience of
dining and shopping at the extensive faa'tities located adjacent to them.
According to a leisure time survey, "shopping is considered to be the
number one recreational activity* for Americans" (Gee 1988, 81 ). Thus, hotels
supplied elegant service environments in order for their patrons to enjoy variety
in mood and a different atmosphere for dining and shopping activities.
Dr. Gee, a respected figure in resort development, reflected on these
characteristics:
Resort destinations have finite popularity cycles. Such factors as changing
social patterns and consumer tastes, demographic shifts, compromised
standards of quality in the destination infrastructure, newer attractions
elsewhere, and competition have caused once fashionable destinations to
decline in popularity while new destinations emerge to take their place.
Innovative management, reinvestment in capital assets, and constant
vigilance against over development and environment pollution would seem
to be key answers to sustaining or lengthening the resort life cycle (Gee
1981,26).
Given these developmental characteristics of contemporary resort and
hotel, a further analysis of landscaped environment in hospitality spaces was
imperative to understand the range of potentialities which were expected to be
part of the designer's repertoire.
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The Landscaped Environment with
Secondary Commercial Activities:
Analysis of Basic Types and
Space Relationships
The landscaped environment design in hotels varied depending on
combinations of the following factors: climate, site conditions, owner's
expectations, construction and operational budget, managerial functions,
marketing, architectural design and construction techniques. However, based on
this literature review and investigation, they generally fell into the following six
types:
•

Garden tvoe: This has been the traditional landscape type ever since hotels
incorporated outdoor relaxation and recreation environments. It was usually
located in the ground outside of the hotel (Figure 6).

•

Courtvard tvoe: This feature was usually placed in an urban hotel which had a
limited site. The courtyard was also used for natural lighting and ventilation
purposes (Figure 7).

•

Water feature tvoe: Such a special type was usually located in an area that
had available water resources, or any urban hotel where the exhibiting impact
of waterscape was desired (Figure 8).

•

Atrium tvoe: Ever since John Portman reintroduced the atrium idea to urban
hotels, this type has been extensively adopted for many urban and resort
hotels as a centrally located and air conditioned interior landscaped
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environment The merit of this design was that its use was not restricted to
prevailing weather conditions (Figure 9).
•

Simulated olaza or mall tvoe: A unique application of a landscaped
environment for a hotel shopping center, where many different types of
facilities such as restaurants, bars, and shops served the diverse tastes of
increasingly sophisticated guests (Figure 10).

•

Recreation, exercise tvoe: This type was extensively used for meeting the
health needs of present-day western life styles. The landscaped environment
was designed to incorporate exercise and service facilities, creating an effect
almost like that of an amusement park (Figure 11).
The objective of the section that follows has been to illustratively analyze

the basic space relationships of a landscaped environment to its surrounding
commercial activities. It was postulated that the space of a landscaped
environment was larger than that of any adjacent commercial space. For
analytical purposes, different landscaped environments in Las Vegas resort
hotels were selected as examples to examine these basic space relationships.
One characteristic of Las Vegas resort hotel landscapes was that pools were
used as major elements. Therefore, it was essential that the space layout
between pool area and commercial unit be included in study plans. For notation
analysis, "L" refers to a landscaped environment, which included lawns, planting
areas, swimming or recreation pools, fountains and other elements that
comprised the hotel landscaped environment. Secondary commercial units or a
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Figure 6 Garden type. The secondary commercial area has been located around garden.
Mino Hotel, Japan. Source: Exteriors: Architectural Design, p.74

rm?

LE
%

Figure 7 Courtyard type. Restaurants surround a landscaped courtyard. Hayashida
Kasoshima Hotel, Japan. Source: Motels and Condominiums: Des^n,
Planning and Maintenance, p.75
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Figure 8 Water>feature type. The hotel recreation/commercial area has t>een integrated
in pool and lagoon areas. The Westtn Maui. Hawaii. Source: Resort Hotel, p. 80

Figure 9 Commercial areas set in a vertical landscaped atrium in the Sheraton Hong Kong
Hotel. Source: Motels and Condominiums: Design, Planning and Maintenance, p.6
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Figure 10 Simulated landscaped plaza or mall type in Hemmeter Center. Waikiki, Hawaii.
Source; Motels and Condominiums: Design, Planning and Maintenance, p.43

Figure 11 Guest rooms, lounge bar. and dining rooms are arranged dose to the pool area.
Hotel Anaga, Hyogo. Japan. Source: Resort & Sports Fadlities, p.19
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group of commercial units are captioned "C". It was noteworthy that in actual
cases, hotels may have had several sub-landscaped environments incorporated
into commercial areas as part of the entire landscaped commercial environment.
•

Enclosure: Secondary commercial spaces enclosed within the boundary of
landscaped environments have been diagrammed below ( Figure 12 ). In this
situation, the commercial unit consisted of bars or special shops since these
commercial units could be independently operated for business functions.

)
T ow el R e n ta l

Enclosure Type

Figure 12 Snack bar in the Sahara Hotel courtyard. Las Vegas. Source: Author's drawing

Overlappino: The secondary commercial space is partly merged with a
landscaped environment in this form, the commercial unit space needs to
link with a service area like a restaurant kitchen or shop storage space
( Figure 13,14).
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Commercial space merge into
0 landscaped environment

Figure 13 Mirage Hotel Paradise cafe overlooking the pool area. Mirage Casino & Hotel.
Las Vegas, 1989. Source: Author's drawing

A

Figure 14 Lombardi's pizza is linked with Fountain of the Gods. The Caesars Forum shops.
Las Vegas, 1992. Source: Author's drawing
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Adjoining or tangent: In this configuration, the boundary of secondary
commercial space is also the edge of landscaped environment The two
spaces could also be linked by doors, windows and colonnades ( Figure 15 ).
Separation: This condition separates the secondary commercial space from a
landscaped environment by a space or a corridor, nonetheless, all of these
spaces maintain visual or sonic contact (Figure 16).

Both spaces share
one boundary

Figure 15 Restaurant Pnmavera in Caesars Palace pool area. To the landscaped
environment (pool area) and restaurant, they share wall, window, and
roof (ceiling) as their space boundary. Source: Author's drawing

I

Caravan M n a Moon

' L" and "C" are separated by a corridor
or another space, but they may have
visual relationship.

Figure 16 Caravan dining room In the Sahara Hotel, visual linkage through big glass
screen along the corridor. Sahara hotel. Las Vegas. Source: Author's drawing
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in sum, these four types of space relationships t)etween a landscaped
environment and hotel secondary commercial spaces comprised examples
analyzed. They have been studied further in the actual case studies discussed in
Chapter four.

Behavioral Observation as a Research
Methodology to Study Human
Behavior in Built Environment
According to Zeisel's definition, observing behavior meant systematically
watching people use their environment. This included individuals, pairs of
people, small groups, and large groups. At the same time, observers of
environmental behavior looked at how a physical environment supported or
interfered with t)ehaviors taking place within it This was especially the side
effects that the setting had on relationships between individuals or groups
(Zeisel 1984,111). Another specialist, John E. Harrigan made the observation
that "the designer studied user activities and their surrounding environment,
using notes, sketches, photographs, and video tapes to record findings and
pointed out that many of the design decisions made would be influenced by
observation results, which made it essential to establish a thorough, systematic
observation program" (Harrigan 1987,103). Direct observation, on the other
hand, took its information from the uninterrupted activity of the participants who
were usually unaware that they are supplying it (Sanoff 1991, 77).
the objective is to study behavioral phenomena as they occur in their
natural setting. The methodological challenge is to keep the behavioral
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events free from intrusion, insuring that the observations recorded are
reactions to the natural elements of the setting and not to the techniques
by which it is being studied. This approach to the study of human
behavior is of major significance for designers of the environment (Sanoff
and Coates 1971, V o l.2,228).
Thus, there were two primary systematic approaches to the direct
observation of behavior. These two approaches were generally divided into two
method consisting of hidden observation and participant observation. Hidden
observation was most often used in public places and was appropriate so long as
the anonymity of subjects was preserved (Sanoff, 1991, 78). This way one could
avoid or, at least, minimized reactive effects. Researchers Collins, Whalen, and
Henker provided an example to explain a hidden observation. They suggested
that if you were interested in the effects of a drug such as Ritalin on classroom
behavior of hyperactive children, but worried that such children might be
particularly sensitive to the presence of a stranger in the classroom, an observer
might had been present in the back of the class observing on alternate days. On
other days in this same setting, the observer might observed from a remote
location via a TV camera mounted unobtrusively in the classroom. If the behavior
of the hyperactive kids was essentially the same on the days the observer was
present and on the days the observer was not, you could feel relatively confident
that the observer’s presence was not affecting their behavior.
In some environments, observers directly participated in activities. This
method was called participant observation. As Jorgensen (1989) noted:
"Participant observation generally is practiced as a form of case study that
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concentrates on in-depth description and analysis of some phenomenon or set of
phenomena" (Jorgensen 1989,23). The major attraction of partidpant
observation for many researchers was that it gave one a meaningful, coherent
picture of a setting (Jones 1985,63). With regard to the appropriateness of
participant observation, Jorgensen (1989) stated that
Participant observation is appropriate for a wide range of problems,
especially when the meanings people use to define and interact with their
ordinary environment are central issues. Though espedally useful for
exploratory and descriptive research purposes, participant observation
results in generalizations useful for forming new theories as well as testing
existing ones (Jorgensen 1989,20-24).
To offset research bias resulting from the presence of participant
observers, one could adopte social roles within which people were familiar. For
example, a researcher studying housing design might have become a resident of
the neighborhood. An investigation to evaluate an office might be helped by a
researcher employed as an office clerk and typist. In a restaurant, one might
have worked as a waitress or have become a regular customer. According to one
prominent researcher, the appropriateness of participant observation also could
have been investigated by other means in certain conditions:
1. the research problem was concerned with human meanings and
interactions viewed from the insiders' perspective;
2. the phenomenon of investigation was observable within an everyday life
situation or setting;
3. the research was able to gain access to an appropriate setting;
4. the phenomenon was sufficiently limited in size and location to be
studied as a case;
5. study questions were appropriate for case study; and
6. the research problem was addressed by qualitative data gathered by
direct observation and other means pertinent to the field setting
(Jorgensen 1989,13).
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With reference to the inappropriateness of doing observation research,
Jones (1985) pointed out that
participant observation is not appropriate for use with large populations,
events of long duration, very infrequent events, and activities that are
inaccessible to observers. So, with groups that are small enough so that
an observer could really get to know the people involved in a reasonable
period of time and who are willing to put up with his presence, participant
observation may be feasible (Jones 1985,63-86).
Some Behavioral-Observation Research Recording Methods
By using acceptable recording methods, valuable information was
obtained and systematically recorded. Methods suited to recording behavior
observations included: pre-coded checklists for counting; floor plans or maps for
recording activities in a setting by tracking people's movements with; still
photographs; film or videotaping.
•

Counting: This procedure was a practical method of quantitative determining
observation. It was an unobtrusive and easy method to accomplish. Counting
provided quantifiable data with only a moderate amount of training for
observers.

•

Behavioral Maooina: Recording activities on floor plans, diagrams, or maps
was particularly convenient if researchers wanted to observe and analyze
several people in one general area at the same time. Looking at behavior
recorded on maps also gave investigators a better sense of how a setting was
used rather than looking at statistical tables (Zeisel 1984,122-123).
Quantified behavior of people was indicated in each setting, and suggested
the influence of visual cues such as furniture, landscape, and equipment. For
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behavioral maps, observations were compiled onto one plan to determine how
people used each space. By comparing maps of différent time periods,
pattems of spatial uses were able to be compiled. Professor Sanoff described
this procedure:
A chart, based on the data sheets, may compare the number of people or
activities in each space over a period of time. Comparisons can also be
made between the number of people with different activities in each
setting and the number of activities which actually occur in the designed
settings (Sanoff 1991, 81 ).
•

Tracking: Tracking activities consisted of systematic observation and
recording of a subject's movement Since the particular behavior of an
individual was of little interest in this study, it was unnecessary for the tracker
to question or explain to the subject the nature of his or her activities.
Observers systematically followed people, noting which events most attracted
them and the sequence in which they visited the places of their choice (Sanoff
1991, 93).

•

Photograohv: Still photography was yet another procedure to record
observations when a visual notation was necessary or desirable. This
procedure captured subtleties not achievable by other methods (Zeisel 1984,
123). Some advantages were that it recorded mechanically; it did not fatigue;
and it permitted comparisons, sorting analyses, and interpretations.

•

Videotapes and Movies: Unlike still photography, this method was used to
record movement and action whenever time was a significant element in an
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environmental-behavioral problem. This was especially useful for microscopic
analyses of human interaction (Jorgensen, 1989,103).
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CHAPTERS
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this chapter has been to provide procedures and methods
for the systematic collection and analysis of information related to case studies of
the landscaped environment as an inducement for secondary commercial
activities in selected urban resort hotels. It has included three sections;
Research Hypothecs; Research Approaches for This Study: Sarrtpiing
Procedures and Data Analysis Methods.

Research Hypotheses
As described in the literature review, the landscaped environment with
commercial units in uitan resort hotels has been developed into a complex
entity. The component factors of a landscaped environment as an inducement
for its adjacent commercial activities were both quantitative and qualitative. The
quantitative factors were visually assessable evidence of a particular design such
as its plan form, shape, relative size of visual elements and their sequential
relationships. The quantitative aspects of user behavior was recorded as
frequency, duration, population, occupancy, and time occurrence. By contrast,
the qualitative experiential factors, which consisted of more aesthetic-dominated
32
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elements, were recorded as scale, color, texture, planting pattern, surface
materials, and types of trees. With respect to user's t>ehavior, qualitative aspects
include user's motives, intentions, feelings, and attitudes. These variables were
analyzed to provide insight into the relativity of user behavior, understanding, and
emotions to specific settings. This study established a research hypothesis from
the assumption that data gathered through the direct observation of behaviors,
without an intermediary test, questionnaire, or other instrument reflected these
behaviors directly.
Hypothesis #1 If the landscaped setting was designed as an inducement factor
in the hotel commercial area a hotel commercial area with a landscaped setting
would have attracted more customers than another setting without landscaping.
There were multiple factors that affected customers' response to
commercial facilities in a hotel including quality and price of merchandise,
service, personal interest, preference, commercial environment, and
advertisements. But from the view of environmental design, the well designed
and visually interesting architectural and landscaped environment was
considered the most important factor, which primarily attracted customers to enter
a shop. It was observed that when more customers entered and stayed in
landscaped commercial areas for longer time periods, more commercial activities
occurred.
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If the landscaped setting was designed as an environmental cue

in a hotel secondary commercial area, customers would have staved longer in
this area than in another similar area lacking a landscaped setting.
It was hypothesized that in two commercial units or areas with similar
contents or services, a landscaped commercial area attracted customers to stay
longer when compared with customers in a non-landscaped commercial area. It
should be noted that other factors affecting customers' behaviors were not
analyzed and considered beyond the scope of this study.

Research Approaches
The first method was to analyze basic types of spatial relationships
between landscaped environments and commercial areas by on-site visitations to
three sites. The main purpose for this method was to (1 ) research the particular
type of landscaped commercial areas frequently visited by customers, and (2) to
define the boundary of analyzed spaces in the plan configuration.
The second procedure was to list and classify the extent of a hotel
secondary commercial activities with landscaped settings. This permitted a
compared categories of hotel secondary commercial activity influenced by a
landscaped setting. This procedure was followed by identifying circulation
pattems from site visits in order to analyze design concepts.
Circulation, in addition to connecting different places and facilities, defined
and separated spatial areas. Circulation routes were determined by on plans to
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guide people through landscape settings and commercial units. An example is
shown in figure 17.
An analysis of designed approaches provided insights into inducement
factors for landscaped commercial areas. The use of photographs of design
details, were recorded and facilitated the gathering of evidence of these
environment cues for user tiehaviors. Analysis of selected setting's designed
approaches meant that the designer used water features, planting, rocks,
statuary and other design elements to create a sequence of themed images.

#1

«2

Figure 17 #1: the landscape setting Is in one side of the Ixtundary, people from shop A may
walk to shop B fifst because of the short distance between A and 8 . W2: Deviation
from the straight line approach was also acceptable when emphasized by an
interesting landscape setting. Persons from shop A may walk to shop 0 and disregard
the distance factor. In this case, distance is not otyectionable and, in fact, becomes
desirable. Source: Author's drawing

The second method was data collection to test two additional hypotheses
by observing user behavior. This meant systematically watching people use their
environments and investigating how designed environments facilitated people’s
use. The most obvious aid in selecting what to observe was the research
question ( Suen and Ary 1989,14). Some questions about the effectiveness of a
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designed landscaped environment, as an inducement for attracting patrons to
surrounding commercial activities, were answered by examining user behavior in
the aggregate, rather than asking a sample of individuals interview questions. In
this study, depending on the characteristic of investigated setting, the participant
observation method was adopted. I.e., the observer recorded observations in
selected research sites while participating as a customer. The following
procedures were used to collect data from participant observations:
Counting indicated the number of people entering a space to provide data within
a specified time period. Site plans of landscaped commercial environments for
each case study were prepared prior to use. Several copies of the observation
data were produced for each observation until the desired number of times was
reached.
The number of persons actually using a space as compared with the
number of potential users of the space were counted. A typical space was a
restaurant or a shop. A scale was used to rate the number of persons
participating in commercial activities at different times. This procedure was used
for comparing the rate of people participating within a landscaped commercial
unit with a similar non-landscaped unit For example, if a restaurant was filled or
customers had lined up to enter at specific times, this condition was rated as a 5.
If there were 14 people eating in a restaurant at a specific time, where the
occupancy was designed for 30, this condition was rated as 3 (Table 1).
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Table 1 Sample of the Recording Sheet for Participation Ratings
Time unit

Occupants
appeared

Percentage of designed
occupancy

Rate

1 (30 min.)*
2
3
4
* The length of time unit can be adjusted based on research question.

Rate
0
1
2
3
4
5

The number range of people participation
No commercial behavior occurs in a specified time period
Occurs 1 to 20 percent of designed occupancy in a time frame
21-40 percent
41-60 percent
61-60 percent
61-100 percent

A counting sheet was also used to compare the number of people entering
shops which were influenced by its landscaped setting within a specified time
period. One setting contained a presence of visual and auditory attractionmusical fountain and motion statues which was analyzed before and after this
timed event. The measurement of the subjects occurred within a specific
commercial unit for a specified time period designated PERSON/MINUTE. This
unit of measure was similar to the PERSON/HOUR designation which Je (1986)
used in his observational research for his doctoral study of people using the
street. For this study, each observation frame lasted for 15 minutes. The time
frame was adjusted for different observation conditions and settings.
Another application consisted of time recordings of persons sampled to
rate their length of stay in a landscaped commercial unit as compared with a
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similar unit without a landscaped environment.
For example, each observation consisted of recording the length of stay of
a group of 12 persons in a landscaped commercial unit and anottier group of
persons in a similar but non-landscaped commercial unit. The specified time
period to compare the average length of stay for both groups was the same. The
observer selected customers seated or standing in a setting as observation
samples.
Photographs were used throughout the investigation because of their illustrative
quality. They were used to record, analyze, and communicate visual features
that showed how people used spaces. Behavior pattems in some landscaped
setting with commercial units were recorded photographically. Based on
research needs, the photographs also were used as supporting explanatory data.

Data Analysis Method
The sampling of observation data was an important consideration.
Observations were conducted during April and May of 1993. Rainy days were
avoided because most days in Las Vegas were sunny. This was important to
obtain consistent research results collected in an outdoor, landscaped
environment without deviations in environmental conditions due to different types
of weather. To reduce the number of sample errors inherent in making
generalizations, observations were selected during both weekdays and
weekends. Time periods selected to conduct observations were noon,
afternoons, dinner hours, evenings and late evenings.
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Observation data were analyzed by descriptive statistics methods. In this
regard. McDaniel and Gates stated that:
Statistical measures represent even more powerful ways of summarizing
the characteristics of large sets of data. In the case of statistical analysis,
the analyst calculates one number or a few numbers that reveal something
about the characteristics of large sets of data.
For this study, to calculate and compare the ratings of people participation,
the larger numtaer means a higher number of persons participating. The formulae
which were used for computing each test are in Appendix 1. For the accurate
analysis of length of stay for observation results, the T-test (of two Time Means)
was employed to test the differences between two independent means.
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CHAPTER4

CASE STUDIES OF SELECTED CASINO
HOTELS IN LAS VEGAS

The research objectives were to analyze and compare different types of
landscaped commercial areas of hotels and the effectiveness of their use.
Additional objectives were to analyze how designed commercial environments
attracted people to enter and Increase their stay. The criteria for selecting the
case study hotels were:
(1} Type: all selected facilities were casino hotels with landscaped environments
used mostly for hotel secondary commercial activities;
(2) Location: all the selected hotels were located on the well-known tourist
destination, the Las Vegas “Strip”;
(3) Age: the selected samples of landscaped commercial areas were built at
different dates but within a ten year period from 1983 to 1993. Thus, they
reflected different approaches to the use of landscaped environments to
enhance secondary commercial activities.
Three hotels selected for Investigation fulfilled all of these conditions.

40
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The Caesar Forum Shops in Caesars Palace (1992), the Mirage atrium of
Mirage Resort Hotel and Casino (1989), and the Tropical Island of the Troplcana
Hotel (1986) were selected as research sites.

Analysis of Landscaped Commercial Spaces
In this section, three hotel landscaped commercial areas have been
presented. The areas Investigated were analyzed with the techniques explained
In the previous chapter to answer the research questions of the study.

Caesar Forum Shoos
The Caesar Forum Shops of Caesar Palace were opened In May of 1992.
It was considered as one of four primary shopping centers In Las Vegas. The
250,000 square foot area shopping center was linked with the hotel's casino
area and had multiple functions of shopping, entertainment, and gaming. The
shops’ designer created an ancient Roman streetscape In the shopping center
and a simulated Mediterranean sky on the celling. The landscape attraction
included several fountains enhancing the mood and atmosphere of Roman
architecture. The floor plan with analysis note has been shown in figure 19.
•

Basic Tvoe: Roman-themed interior mall and piazza.

•

Space Relationship: Basically, the boundaries of the commercial units were
of the adjoining or tangent type. These space were linked by the facade of
shop-windows, doors and architectural elements consisting of Roman style
pediments and columns (Figure 18). However, In some cases such as the
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fountain piazza where the commercial and landscape space penetrated each
other. The commercial units were mostly food service businesses similar to
street cafes.

LI
Figure 18 Facade treatments of glazed shop-windows and doors together with pediment
canopies and columns defined the commercial space boundary from the interior
street. It was a linear, rhythm decorated ribbon punctuated with three nodal piazzas
with fountains. Source; Author’s photo.

•

Boundary Definition: The boundary between commercial and landscape
areas has been Indicated with a heavy tone on the plan (see figure 19). The
shaded part of the plan was landscaped street with fountain plazas. The
various sized commercial units were numbered.

•

Circulation Patterns In the Landscaped Commercial Area: Potential
customers entered the shops from either the casino area or "the Strlp"-Las
Vegas Boulevard (Figure 19). From “node 1” to “node 3”, people walked
around the circle colonnade to the Fortune Terrace and several commercial
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units to reach "node 2” and the Fountain of the Gods, which was visually
linked with "node 1”. Then, in the route between "node 2" and "node 3",
there was a slight change of axis between shops 160 and 161. This shift
made each node invisible to the other. What patrons could see were the
continuous colorful sky and ribbon of shops on both sides of the interior
street. The designer maximized the walking distance and created a sense of
depth within the limited area of the shopping center. There was only one
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Figure 19 Plan of Caesars Forum Shops (1992). Defining commercial boundaries and the
circulation path. Three fountain plazas are integral nodes that play an important role
in the entire center, both visually and functionally. Source: Caesars Forum
brochure.
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customer exit (except emergency exits) which forced patrons back to the
casino area. In sum, this design concept created:
(1 ) A unique, flowing space between the Roman-themed shopping center and
casino, and directed patrons to both areas;
(2) After having visited the shopping center, customers were forced to re
enter the casino area which directed them back to the most profitable
business space of the hotel complex.
Tvoes of Commercial Units Which W ere in Close Proximitv to a Landscaped
Setting. The landscaped shopping center was inspired from a Roman
streetscape arcade with three themed fountains containing animated or
stationary sculpture. The customer's commercial spending behavior was
intended to be stimulated by the landscaped settings and themed
atmosphere. The number and type of commercial units around the nodes
tabulated in table 2.
Table 2 Ceasars Forum 1992, Number and Type of Commercial Units
Nodel

Node 2

Node 3

Total

Restaurant or food store:

1

1

5

7

Specialty shops:

3

6

4

13

Clothing:

1

2

0

3

Shoes:

1

1

1

3

Others:

0

3

2

5
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The shops around "node 3", the Festival Fountain were mostly food
service. These included No. 156, Boogie's Dinner of Aspen; No. 136, Swensen's
Ice Cream; and No. 139, Chocolate Chariot The Festival Fountain was an
hourly animated statuary laser show. W hile waiting for the show to start, people
were stimulated to obtain a snack (Figure 20).

Figure 20 Visitors were eating ice cream while waiting for the animated statuary and laser show
to commerce. Source: Author's photo

•

Design Details to Induce Customer Use of the Landscaped Commercial
Environment: The design architect used the Roman street and piazza as a
theme for his architectural design solution and detailing. For instance, the
edge of the Festival Fountain was made of marble 2'-6" high and T-8" wide.
It provided a sitting place, a location for picture taking, a meeting place and a
space for people watching people. The kiosk, street lights, imitation granite
trash can, imitation brick and slate paving materials gave visitors the
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impression of a Roman piazza. People sat or walked in this environment as
if they were visiting an outdoor piazza in Rome (Figure 21 ).

Figure 21 The architect created a Roman piazza atmosphere l)y incorporating various
architectural design details.

The Mirage Casino Hotel Domed Atrium
Basic Type: Atrium type interior garden with a tropical theme.
Spatial Relationships: The commercial space (shaded area in plan) was
integrated with landscaped areas (Figure 22). The Kokomo's restaurant
overlapped the atrium garden area because one side of the restaurant was
linked to kitchen, one side linked to the bar, the other two sides opened to
the garden which gave the restaurant a tropical illusion. Compared with the
restaurant, the bar was more independent It sat between the casino and the
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atrium garden. The customers entered the bar directly from adjacent gaming
areas.
Boundary Definition: In figure 22, the shaded portion was the hotel
commercial area (restaurant and bar), adjacent to landscaped areas and the
circulation path. The atrium was a roofed skylight dome space. Its boundary
(see plan dotted circle line) was defined on the horizontal plan by columns,
trees, shrub, a cascading water pools, and vertically by height differences
between the high glazed dome space and lowered casino space ceiling. This
design approach allowed for space circulation from the entrance, through the

Figure 22 The site plan of The Mirage Resort Casino Hotel atrium, lobby and adjacent
restaurants. Source; Author's drawing
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domed atrium, to the casino, and maximized the commercial inducement In
this area of the hotel by the use of extensive landscaping.
•

Circulation Pattern in a Landscaped Commercial Area: The marble path in
the Mirage Casino Hotel lead into the tropical garden from the hotel main
entrance to the Polynesian casino area. People viewed Kokomo's restaurant
and the lagoon saloon through a waterfall and the tropical lush foliage. They
also heard ambient music emanating from the saloon.
As the centerpiece of the Mirage Casino Hotel, the 90-foot-high, glass-

enclosed atrium was located directly off the hotel main lobby, where guests were
greeted by an extraordinary visual experience-a lush and verdant indoor atrium
filled with palm trees that reached 60 feet above waterfall, and pools which
meandered through a forest of rich tropical fauna including banana trees,
elephant ears and tropical orchids (Mirage News Release, November 22,1989).
In the atrium, beautiful colored, delicately arranged tropical flowers were
surrounded by natural sunlight and protected by a computerized misting system.
The atrium was bisected by a winding marble path which lead visitors from the
main entrance to the casino area which included a restaurant called "Kokomo's",
and a "Lagoon saloon "music lounge situated within the garden. It was opened
November of 1989.

Tropical Island of the Trooicana Casino Resort
•

Basic Tvoe: Outdoor garden and water feature type.
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•

Space Relationship: The waterpark's design style consisted of a free plan
layout which imitated natural landscape and waterscape features (Figure 23).
The commercial units consisted of various forms and functions such as: an
enclosure type: a tiki hut; an island wedding chapel; an overlapping type: a
swim-up blackjack bar an adjoining or tangent type: a Rhapsody restaurant,
a tiki snack bar, and a tropical restaurant. The tropical restaurant was
located at the second level of convex building in the garden. The customers
overlooked the spectacular island landscape through a large screen window
in the restaurant and from the glazed bridge (Figure 24).

•

Design Approaches and Details Which were Considered as Inducement
Factors for Visitors Commercial Behavior in a Landscaped Commercial/
Recreation Environment: The Tropical Island has been a waterpark mainly
for recreational use with some commercial units for service. Its commercial
units were closely integrated into its landscape. It can be observed from
figure 25 that a swim-up bar, claded by rock and underwater benches,
implied that a swimmer could easily have refreshment. Figure 26 shows the
pool penetrated the ground level of the hotel tower. A sliding screen window
between the indoor and outdoor portion of the pool allowed the use the pool
in cool weather.
The tropical Island was a 5-acre waterpark located between the two

towers of Troplcana Resort and Casino Hotel. This outdoor waterpark featured
lagoons, waterfalls, spas, dozens of exotic birds and fish, as well as resort
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swimming pools. There were also outdoor snack and swim-up bars together with
poolside slots and a tropics restaurant which offered a spectacular view of the
garden landscape. The waterpark was built for use in January, 1986.
7

a

'in— 1 - Æ
Figure 23 The site plan of The Tropical Island. Source: Author’s drawing

■■

/y

Figure 24 Large screen window of the Tropics restaurant. Source: Author's photo
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Figure 25 The stone veneer t*ar and undenwater benches. Source: Author's photo

Figure 26 A slide screen window between indoor and outdoor pools allows year round use.
Source: Author’s photo.

Data Collection
Systematic observations were conducted to test these hypotheses. The
observation locations were selected with due regard to the site constraints on
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accessibility and the restrictions of the design program. A summary of these
observations follows:
Hypothesis #1
The first series of observations were completed at the Festival Fountain
of the Caesars Forum Shops within Caesars Palace Hotel and Casino. Upon
entering the shopping mall, the first attraction was the eye-catching sound and
laser light show which attracted people to periodically gather in a crowd for this
show. Within this zone, a comparison of the numbers of persons entering two
surrounding commercial units, before and after the show, was tabulated. The
commercial units were: the Swensen's ice cream shop and Sungear glasses
shop. The recording method employed consisted of counting the people who
entered the two shops at two time periods — 15 minutes before and 15 minutes
after the show. The recording was repeated for a total of 12 times. Eight
recordings were accomplished during weekdays and four during the weekend.
The observation times were recorded at 3:00 pm and 9:00 pm. A tabulation of
average numbers of persons per minute who entered the shops is presented in
Table 3.
A second set of observations was also conducted at Caesars Forum
Shops and casino. It consisted of two restaurants: (A) Lombardi's ( it is called
Bertolini's now ), an Italian restaurant located beside the Fountain of the Gods in
Caesars Forum Shops and (B), the Cafe Roma, a casual Italian restaurant in the
Caesars Palace gaming area. Their food, prices, and occupancy were similar.
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Table 3 Number of Persons Entering Two shops Before and After Show Times
A=aftemoon 3:00 pm
Observation
Date &Time

E=evening 9:00 pm
Swensen's Ice Cream
-iSmin.
+15 min.

Sungear glasses
+15min.
-15 min.

4/14/93(Wed.E.)

53

30

24

11

4/15/93(ThuA.)

45

21

20

9

4/17/93(Sat.E.)

79

45

21

14

4/25/93(Sun A.)

83

29

30

11

4/25/93(Sun E.)

71

28

25

21

4/26/93(Mon.A.)

56

23

18

21

4/29/93(Thu.E.)

45

16

21

24

5/5/93(WedA.)

43

19

16

7

5/7/93(Fri.A.)

67

28

21

8

5/7/93(Fri.E.)

93

38

32

25

5/8/93(Sat.E.)

88

29

34

21

5/9/93(SunA.)

92

63

22

31

Total:

815

369

284

203

Mean: Person/min.

4.5

2

1.6

1.1

They were both interior restaurants. The major difference between them was the
eating environment. Data recording customer participation was completed 12
times. The two sites were observed separately by two observers for the same
time periods. Each time period lasted 2 hours to record the number of persons
eating at each restaurant per 30 minute period. If actual numbers of customers
was 0-20% of designed occupancy, customer participating at this specific time
period was rated 1; 21-40% was rated 2,41-60% was 3,61-80% was 4, and
81 % to full was rated 5. All observation results are shown in appendix 2.
Table 4 shows compared restaurant customer participation for 12
observation time periods.
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Table 4 Means of Customer Participation Ratings

Mean

Lombardi's
4.5

Cafe Roma
4.0

This also shows that the visiting frequency in Lombardi's was higher than
that in Cafe Roma.

Hvoothesis
An additional set of observations were taken at Lombardi's and Cafe
Rome together with others conducted in the Mirage Hotel and Casino for the
Paradise and Caribe Cafes. The former was located at the resort pool area
while the later was placed adjacent to the gaming area. The length of time
persons remained in a restaurant or a cafe from the time they began to eat until
they paid their checks was recorded. Observations were conducted at various
times during lunch, afternoon, and dinner time periods. Two hundred sixteen
(216) samples were recorded for nine observation periods and the data were
recorded in Appendix 3. The results of two means are shown in table 5.
Table 5 Length of Stay Means
Group 1
Sample numbers
Total time stayed
Mean
Group 2
Sample numbers
Total Time stayed
Mean

Lombaidi's (A)
60
4970
83
Paradise Cafe (A)
48
2825
59

Cafe Roma (B)
60
3195
S3
Caribe Cafe (B)
48
1970
41
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To test the hypothesis that persons stayed longer in a landscaped
commercial units (A) than in a non-landscaped commercial units (B),
calculations of the null and alternative hypotheses Ho: A m -B m <0. Ha: Am - Bm
> 0 were examined. Using the test formula for two means, the results of the
data indicated that the calculated value of t (group 1) was 8.57, t (group 2) 5.45,
were both larger than the critical value 1.64, (f Distribution-d.f.=oo, 0.05
significance, one-tail) ( McDaniel and Gates, 1991,540). Therefore, the null
hypothesis was rejected. It was concluded that persons stayed much longer in
landscaped surroundings as observed by longer stays at Lombardi's and
Paradise Cafe than at the Cafe Roma and the Caribe Cafe.

Observation Results
Hypothesis #1 tested the proposition that the number of visitors who
entered a hotel landscaped commercial area was greater than those who
entered commercial areas without landscaping features. To examine the validity
of this hypothesis, systematic observations were conducted at various locations.
The results were compiled that compared restaurants with landscape features
and those without landscape features. The mean of number of persons who
entered these restaurants was 4.5 with landscaped features and 4.0 without
landscaped features for similar observation time frames in similar restaurants.
This meant that visiting frequency in landscaped restaurants was higher than
that in those without landscaping. The major reason for this result was attributed
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to the attractiveness of a setting with landscape features which increased its lure
to potential customers.
The second hypothesis (Hypothesis 02), that customers stayed longer in
an area with a landscape setting than in an area without landscaping, was also
tested by systematic observation.
(1 ) Observations verified that persons remained longer in landscaped
commercial units (mean=83 minutes) than in non-landscaped commercial unit
(mean=53 minutes);
(2) Observation also verified that persons remained longer in landscaped
environments (mean=59 minutes) than in the indoor environment of casino areas
(mean=41 minutes).
The data for selected observations at various locations supported the
hypotheses that landscaped commercial areas attracted customers to stay
longer and thus, provide the potential to spend more in these areas. However,
this study did not examine nor claim that non-landscaped commercial units were
not profitable. Comparative profitability of landscaped and non-landscaped
units, must be measured against increased initial and long-term maintenance
costs compared to earnings. Nonetheless, this investigation indicated that
landscaped commercial units were more effective than those without this feature
as designed environments for commercial activities in today's sophisticated hotel
design market.
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Discussion
The principal investigator observed selected landscaped and nonlandscaped commercial spaces and systematically compiled data from
observations of customers, length of stay behavior in restaurant or cafe settings.
The types of landscaped commercial areas in urban resort hotels varied.
That is, the number of customers who visited landscaped commercial areas
within an interior mall or plaza was greater than those for outdoor settings. This
was especially true for an arid climate area like Las Vegas. This indicated that
landscaped commercial areas, themed interior malls and plazas were more
effective in attracting customers. The reasons for the increased attractiveness
of themed interior mall and plaza types suggested the following considerations:
(1 ) a more concentrated shopping area;
(2) a greater shopping choice;
(3) a more comfortable air-conditioned shopping environment for year round
operation;
(4) a greater ease of access from separated entrances and pedestrian
circulation space than from shopping and casino areas;
(5) a themed Interior architectural image which gave visitors a new shopping and
entertainment experience;
(6) an independent shopping center made possible other activity choices such
as: shopping, eating or drinking, in addition to gaming.
Obviously, the initial construction cost of this type of semi or completely
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independent commercial center was much higher than other types of integrated
hotel shopping areas.
Located in hotel exterior spaces, the waterpark type of landscaped
recreation/commercial areas was often developed. This had some seasonal
disadvantages inherent with an outdoor bar or kiosk. Nonetheless, the resort
waterpark type was still popular for many hotels as a means to use landscaped
recreation features to attract potential users. One such example was the
Paradise cafe which was located in the Mirage resort pool area. To modify the
hot climate during the swimming season, the architect used an automatic misting
system around the outdoor bar. When one entered the bar, a stream of cool
mist was felt. Observations verified that guests spent more time at the Paradise
cafe than at the Caribe cafe apparently due to the more pleasant landscaped
environment.
The traditional atrium type of landscaped commercial-recreation area was
also a good design solution for arid climates. It had the unique characteristic of
possessing both outdoor landscape features with extensive indoor spaces and
corridors to provide attractive activity areas. An example was the Mirage atrium
which consisted of tropical foliage, water falls and extensive lagoon together
with a terrace type restaurant and bar with musicians playing carribean music.
This provided customers with a change of mood and atmosphere that related to
the tropics.
Systematic observations of customers entering food establishments
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located adjacent to landscaped areas also evidenced more numbers of persons
than that at shops or cafes without such environmental attractions. A similar
result was also achieved with animatronic statuary located on a water fountain in
a commercial area as an additional enhancement. For example, at Caesar's
Forum, such a feature was utilized. People gathered at this node would usually
obtain some refreshment and wait around the animated statue for it to begin
speaking. Observations indicated that the number of customers entering
adjacent stores before the show was more than double that of customers
entering the same shops after show ended. In these situations, the talking
statues were an important means of attracting and keeping customers. Adjacent
commercial units and especially food shops benefited from this attraction.
Mr. Jeff McKenzie, vice president of Showscan, a Culver City, a California based
company that specialized in simulation ride attractions at amusement parks and
shopping centers pointed out, "Developers are realizing that if a young person or
someone with kids has a choice of a mall with attractions and a mall without,
they’re going to the center with the amusements." ( Caruso 1993,7).
Also, all observed landscaped commercial areas featured a restricted
customer circulation pattern which redirected visitors back to gaming areas
without any other exit option.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

This study has focused upon and examined three existing urban resort
casino hotels to obtain information for case studies on landscaped commercial/
recreation area design. Like other applied professional fields, hotel design has
always reflected changing demand to meet current needs. Today’s design and
development includes; technological advances, social demand and cultural
preferences in order to fulfill the personal needs of guests. The following
recommendations have been compiled from this study with limitations of time,
place and sample size. Within these constraints, the investigator has
recommended that further new findings be explored in subsequent studies to
expand this type of post-occupancy evaluation as a valuable contribution to hotel
design.

Recommendations
This study has generally supported these conclusions: for Hypothesis #1 :
when two similar hotel commercial units offering equivocal services were
compared, the hotel commercial units with, within or adjacent to landscaped

60
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settings seemed to attract more customers to enter than those without a
landscaped setting. For Hypothesis # 2 : the customers average length of stay
was observed seemed to be longer in a commercial unit with, within or adjacent
to a landscape setting than in a unit without a landscape setting.
This study also contained the following parameters and inherent
limitations:
(1 ) that commercial units surrounded with landscape features were limited to
those offering food service;
(2) that due to seasonal operation, the outdoor garden type of landscaped
commercial area appeared to be less effective than year-round commercial space
in air conditioned landscaped spaces;
(3) and from an economic and marketing perspective, landscaped commercial
areas designed to link and direct customers to the casino area seemed to provide
an effective device to guide the circulation path of customers to the gaming zone.
The investigator findings also suggested that landscape features and
attractions provided effective design solutions as one means to enhance the
transition of purely gaming establishments to more family-oriented
accommodations. Thus, the hotel commercial area design was enhanced by
combining a landscaped environment with shopping and eating. As Bill Hartman,
a partner in the Las Vegas office of the accounting firm Deloitte & Touche, said
"we have made a transition from a pure gaming town, where people come to just
gamble, to an entertainment town where gambling is just an amenity,” (Burbank
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1993,2). The opening of three new megaresort casino hotels, the Luxor, MGM
Grand, and Treasure Island, reflected this new marketing direction.
As discussed previously, the integration of a landscaped environment with
a secondary commercial area in casino hotels appeared to provide a design
solution that attracted increased numbers of customers. However, it was not a
panacea which could solve all kinds of commercial problems for every hotel. In
other words, it must be acknowledged that a landscaped commercial
environment was not the only determinant of successful business, enterprise.
Further, the establishments examined were for the most part, new businesses in
a unique setting and had not been evaluated repeatedly over a long period of
time. Several more replications of this study and additional studies that include
investigation of other relevant factors such as; economic analysis, type of
facility, marketing etc. over an extensive time period would be necessary to
establish the findings of this initial effort.

Proposals
The significance of this study was that it explored, identified and
evaluated the impact of a landscaped environmental setting on hotel commercial
spaces. Because of the limited scope of this study and the small number of
cases studied, the results of on-site observations at hotels allow for limited
inferences specific to Las Vegas. This was a drawback in the validity of this
study. However, to extend and consummate this topic from more intensive
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research was beyond the scope of this investigation. The following suggestions
for future research would have made the study more comprehensive:
(1 ) although it may be difficult to find comparable landscaped and nonlandscaped commercial areas which have the same type and quality of service,
future studies should consist of a larger samples of hotel commercial areas in
other urban tourist destinations;
(2) factors that motivated customers to enter a hotel commercial area may vary
greatly. Some major factors that were not dependent upon the environmental
setting consisted of the price of goods or products, individual preferences or
tastes, service and reputation, extent of marketing and advertising, and the
accessibility and convenience of a commercial location. Future studies should
include a survey research to gain insight into these factors and incorporate and
rank these factors as well;
(3) lastly, future studies should contain a fiscal analysis to indicate the
comparative economic benefits gained from case studies of landscaped
commercial environments in hotels when compared with similar non-landscaped
commercial spaces, and provide information of relationship between initial cost,
maintenance cost, and pay back period.
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APPENDIX 1

FORMULAE FOR STATISTICAI TESTS

1 Mean:
where

X=(ZX)/N
X = mean
Z X = summation of all X values
N = the number of cases

2. T-test of Two Sample Means:

T=

(Xm-XbM)

V ir
r
iL
N.
Nb

where

S i

=

N-1

Sa,Sb = estimated standard deviation of length of
time in A and B place;
Na.Nb = sample size for A and B place.
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APPENDIX 2

OBSERVATION RECORD: PARTICIPATION RATING

Oberservation
Place

Cafe Roma at
Ceasars Forum

Lombardi's at
Ceasars Forum

Designed
Occupancy

270

265

4/14/1993 (Wednesday)
Date & Time

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

6:30pm- 7:00pm

90%

5

90%

5

7:00pm- 7:30pm

100%

5

95%

5

7:30pm- 8:00pm

95%

5

100%

5

8:00pm- 8:30pm

93%

5

100%

5

Date & Time

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

3:00pm- 3:30pm

60%

3

60%

3

3:30pm- 4:00pm

65%

4

65%

4

4:00pm- 4:30pm

70%

4

70%

4

4:30pm- 5:00pm

80%

4

75%

4

4/15/1993 (Thursday)

65
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Cafe Roma at
Ceasars Forum

Lombardi’s at
Ceasars Forum

4/17/1993 (Saturday)
Date & Time

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

5:00pm- 5:30pm

65%

4

100%

5

5:30pm- 6:00pm

65%

4

100%

5

6:00pm- 6:30pm

65%

4

100%

5

6:30pm- 7:00pm

70%

4

100%

5

Date & Time

%of
designed
occupancy

Rate

% 0f
designed
occupancy

Rate

12:00pm- 12:30pm

70%

4

100%

5

12:30pm- 1:00pm

80%

4

100%

5

1:00pm- 1:30pm

93%

5

100%

5

1:30pm-2:00pm

90%

5

90%

5

Date & Time

%of
designed
occupancy

Rate

%of
designed
occupancy

Rate

11:30am- 12:00pm

60%

3

100%

5

12:00pm- 12:30pm

65%

4

100%

5

12:30pm- 1:00pm

72%

4

88%

5

1:00pm- 1:30pm

60%

3

80%

4

4/25/1993 (Sunday)

4/26/1993 (Monday)
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Cafe Roma at
Ceasars Forum

Lombardi's at
Ceasars Forum

4/29/1993 (Thursday)
Date & Time

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

%of
designed
occupancy

Rate

8:00pm- 8:30pm

60%

3

100%

5

8:30pm- 9:00pm

70%

4

100%

5

9:00pm- 9:30pm

50%

3

90%

5

9:30pm- 10:00pm

40%

2

90%

5

Date & Time

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

%of
designed
occupancy

Rate

8:00pm- 8:30pm

70%

4

100%

5

8:30pm- 9:00pm

75%

4

100%

5

9:00pm- 9:30pm

80%

4

100%

5

9:30pm- 10:00pm

80%

4

100%

5

Date & Time

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

%of
designed
occupancy

Rate

5:30pm- 6:00pm

90%

5

100%

5

6:00pm- 6:30pm

95%

5

100%

5

6:30pm- 7:00pm

100%

5

100%

5

7:00pm- 7:30pm

100%

5

100%

5

5/5/1993 (Wednesday)

5/7/1993 (Friday)
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Cafe Roma at
Ceasars Forum

Lombardi’s at
Ceasars Forum

5/9/1993 (Sunday)
Date & Time

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

4:00pm- 4:30pm

70%

4

60%

3

4:30pm- 5:00pm

80%

4

60%

3

5:00pm- 5:30pm

85%

5

70%

4

5:30pm- 6:00pm

100%

5

80%

4

7:00pm- 7:30pm

90%

5

90%

5

7:30pm- 8:00pm

90%

5

90%

5

8:00pm- 8:30pm

80%

4

90%

5

8:30pm- 9:00pm

70%

4

100%

5

Date & Time

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

% of
designed
occupancy

Rate

11:30am- 12:00pm

70%

4

80%

4

12:00pm- 12:30pm

70%

4

90%

5

12:30pm- 1:00pm

40%

2

90%

5

1:00pm- 1:30pm

30%

2

95%

5

2:30pm- 3:00pm

60%

3

50%

3

3:00pm- 3:30pm

75%

4

50%

3

3:30pm- 4:00pm

70%

4

65%

4

4:00pm- 4:30pm

70%

4

70%

4

5/10/1993 (Monday)
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APPENDIX 3
OBSERVATION RECORD: LENGTH OF STAY
Observation
Place
5/2/1993(Sunday)
Customer No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
subtotal
5/2/1993(Sunday)
Customer No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
subtotal

Oafs Roma at
Ceasars Forum

Lombardi’s at
Ceasars Forum

Observation started 3:00pm, ended 4:50pm
From

to

Min.
30
30
30
30
20
20
50
50
50
50
30
25
415

3:10

3:40

—

—

—

—

—

—

3:30

3:50

—

—

3:40

4:30

—

—

—

—

—

—

3:45
3:55

4:15
4:20

From

to

Min.

3:05 3:55

50
50
3:15 4:30 75
—
—
75
—
75
—
—
75
3:30 4:50 80
—
—
80
—
—
80
—
—
80
3:40 4:45 65
—
—
65
730
—

—

Observation started 7:00pm, ended 9:30pm
From

to

Min.

From to

Min.

75
75
75
75
75
75
60
60
60
60
40
40
770

7:15 8:20

65
65
65
65
100
100
100
100
100
100
120
120
1100

7:15

8:30

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

7:30

8:30

—

—

—

—

—

—

8:20

9:00

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

7:20

9:00

—

—

7:25

9:05

—

—

—

—

—

—

7:30

9:30

—

—

69
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Lombardi’s at
Ceasars Forum

Observation
Place

Cafe Roma at
Ceasars Forum

5/5/1993(Wednesday)

Observation started 5:30pm, ended 7:30pm

Customer No.

From

to

Min.

From to

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
subtotal

5:40

6:40

5:40 6:40

—

—

—

—

—

—

60
60
60
60
70
70
70
70
50
50
40
35
695

5/7/1993(Friday)

5:45

6:55

—

—

—

—

—

—

6:00

6:50

—

—

6:05
6:15

6:45
6:50

—
—
—

6:00
—
—
—

6:10
—

6:12
—

Min.

GO
—
60
—
60
—
GO
7:20 80
—
80
—
80
—
80
7:20 70
—
70
7:25 73
—
73
846

Observation started 5:30pm, ended 7:30pm

Customer No.

From

to

Min.

From

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
subtotal

5:35

6:45
—

5:40

7:00

—

—

5:42

6:35

70
70
80
80
53
53
53
53
70
70
70
70
792

5:35 7:00

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

5:55

7:05

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

to

—

—

—

—

—

5:40

6:30

—

—

6:50

7:30

—

—
—

6:00

7:05

—

—

6:10

7:00
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Min.
85
85
85
85
50
50
100
100
100
65
65
50
920

71
Observation
Place
5/8/1993(Saturday)
Customer No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
subtotal

Observation
Place
5/1/1993( Saturday)
Customer No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
subtotal

Lombardi's at
Ceasars Forum

Café Roma at
Ceasars Forum

Observation started 8;00pm, ended 10:30pm
to

Min.

From

8:05

8:55
—

50
50
40
40
40
40
50
50
60
60
60
67
607

8:15

—

From

8:10

8:50

—

—

—

—

—

—

8:20

9:10

—

—

8:35

9:35

—

—
~

8:43

9:50

Caribe Cafe at
Mirage Casino Hotel

to

Min.

10:25 140
140
9:35 70
—
70
10.30 120
—
120
—
120
—
120
10:15 100
—
100
10:15 95
—
95
1290

—

—

8:25
—

8:30
—
—
—

8:35
—

8:40
—

Paradise Cafe at
Mirage Casino»Hotel

Observation started 3:00pm, ended 5:20pm
From

to

Min.

3:05

3:55

—

—

50
50
40
40
35
35
35
35
75
75
75
75
620

3:10

3:50

—

—

3:20

3:55

—

—

—

—

—

—

3:30

4:45

—

—

—

—

—

—

to

From
3:15
—

3:18
—
—
—

3:30
—
—

3:50
3:50
—

4:15

Min.

60
60
4:30 72
—
72
—
72
—
72
4:35 65
—
65
—
65
5:00 70
5:15 85
—
85
843
—
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Observation
Place
5/4/1993(Tuesday)
Customer No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
subtotal

5/8/1993(Saturday)
Customer No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
subtotal

Caribe Café at
Mirage Casino Hotel

Paradise Café at
Mirage Casino Hotel

Observation started 12:00pm, ended 2:20pm
From

to

12:05 12:35
—

—

—

—

—

~

12:15 12:55
—

—

—

—

—

—

12:50 1:25
—

—

1:00

1:35

—

—

Min.

From

to

Min.

30
30
30
30
40
40
40
40
35
35
35
35
420

12:10 12:50 40
—
40
12:18 12:48 40
—
—■
40
12:20 1:05 45
—
—
45
—'
—
45
—
—
45
12:40 1:30 50
—•
—
50
12:55 1:45 50
—
—
50
540
—

Observation started 12:00pm, ended 2:00pm
From

to

12:00 12:35
—

—

—

—

—

—

12:10 12:35
—

—

12:40 1:10
—

—

12:50 1:20
—

—

1:00

1:40

—

—

.

Min.

From

to

35
35
35
35
25
25
30
30
30
30
40
40
380

12:10 12:45 35
—"
35
12:18 12:53 35
—
—
35
12:20 1:05 45
—
—
45
12.35 1:45 70
—
70
70
12:45 1:55 70
1:10 1:50 40
—
—
40
590
—*
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Observation
Place
5/9/1993(Sunday)

Caribe Cafe at
Mirage Casino Hotel

Paradise Cafe at
Mirage Casino Hotel

Observation started 2:00pm, ended 4:30pm

Customer No.

From

to

Min.

From

to

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
subtotal

2:05

2:55

50
50
50
50
70
70
40
40
30
30
35
35
550

2:10

3:25

—

—

—

—

—

—

2:20

3:30

—

—

2:25

3:05

—

—

3:00

3:30

—

—

3:10

3:45

—

—

—
—
—

2:20
—

2:35
—

2:45
—
—
—

Min.

75
—
75
—
75
—
75
3:05 45
—
45
3:20 45
—
45
4:15 90
—
90
—
90
—
90
840
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